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Grounded in the Positive Psychology PERMA Model, the Growth & Balance module will support you in exploring your strengths and how they can be used to enhance your relationships, academics and career ...
GROWTH & BALANCE
You can check the foundation year programme structure for more information on these modules. Students will progress to the Department of Psychology after completing ... part in interactive online ...
BSc Psychology with Foundation Year
SOM’s design envisions a long-term self-sufficient settlement composed of interconnected clusters of habitat modules adapted ... commerce, and psychology - SOM Design Partner Colin Koop.
SOM Presents Vision of Lunar Settlements at the 2021 Venice Architecture Biennale
A rapidly expanding field worldwide, Psychological Well-being evaluates the factors that characterise and influence mental health and wellbeing, nurturing your understanding of the cultural, social ...
Psychological Well-being MSc/PG Dip/PG Cert
The Walking the Middle Path skill module is discussed as a way of working with teens ... Key factors in play therapy such as the play therapy relationships, exploring symbolic play and themes in play, ...
Advanced Clinical Practice for Adults
Students are introduced to the fields of social psychology and communication, exploring key aspects of the interactive process and encouraging students to apply this knowledge base to everyday ...
Communication and Counselling Studies
and media modules. I have also worked as a post-doctoral research assistant on various mixed-methods communications, psychology, and education studies. My other and initial area of research focuses on ...
Dr Rodolfo Leyva
Mars ain't the kind of place to raise your kids, laments the Rocket Man in Elton John's timeless classic. In fact, it's cold as hell ...
Billionaire space race: the ultimate symbol of capitalism's flawed obsession with growth
Research associate Dr Sarah Price has carried out in-depth interviews with audiences across those cities, investigating people's reasons for going to contemporary arts events and exhibitions, and ...
Professor Stephanie Pitts
By exploring the “why” behind our decision- making and understanding ... Devin Pope studies a variety of topics at the intersection of economics and psychology. He has published work in top economics ...
Behavioral Economics: Nudging to Shape Decisions—Online
MicroVision (NASDAQ:MVIS), which reports Q2 earnings next Tuesday, may be my favorite short-squeeze stock. It’s also a potentially game-changing technology company that’s working on lidar (light ...
Dear Sumit Sharma, Our Readers Have Serious Questions About MicroVision
The module introduces students to theories and concepts associated ... to policy-making by firstly focussing on the rational school of public policy. After exploring the limitations of this approach, ...
POLM092 Theories and Concepts of Policy Making
Critical Issues in Global Health: This module will build on the Introduction to Global Health module by exploring critical issues in global ... diverse topics across applied health, sociology and ...
Global Health MSc/PG Dip/PG Cert
InnerHour, Naptime, Koda for Kustom and more! We've got all these amazing Android apps and games in this edition of best free Android apps ...
Best Free Android Apps and Games of the Week [12th Edition]
This module takes students beyond understanding what is done in 'Applied Sport Psychology' to understanding how sport ... of the role of exercise in the prevention of such diseases, by exploring the ...
Sport and Exercise Sciences with optional placement year
You should also ensure you have the support of your current employer to attend all of the classroom teaching modules during the programme ... specifically on motivation and incentive theory, exploring ...
Executive MSc Social Business and Entrepreneurship
Professor Tim Jackson says he’s not a technophobe, but that maybe humanity should pay more attention to the planet right now than heading into space.
Opinion: The billionaire space race is the ultimate symbol of capitalism’s flawed obsession with growth
But that doesn’t seem to worry a new generation of space entrepreneurs intent on colonising the “final frontier” as fast as possible. Don’t get me wrong. I’m no sullen technophobe. As lockdown ...
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